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Beyond TNM: Searching for New Patient-Centric Prognostic
Indicators in NSCLC
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The mainstay of treatment for early-stage non-small cell

lung cancer (NSCLC) in suitable operative candidates is

anatomic resection.1 For patients and providers, prognos-

tication is an essential component of developing an

individualized treatment plan. TNM stage at presentation is

an important indicator of prognosis, and the recently

updated 8th edition of the lung cancer staging guidelines

further refines subcategories of stage I cancer (IA1, IA2,

IA3), providing more granularity to estimate 5-year sur-

vival.2 However, utilizing clinical or pathologic stage as a

predictor of 5-year survival is not without limitations.

Clinical stage provides just a single snapshot of tumor

burden, and the TNM system is predominately intended to

provide a common nomenclature to describe the anatomic

extent of tumor. While clinical stage accounts for 65% of

variability in 5-year survival, pathologic stage accounts for

less than half.3 What this means is that in surgically treated

lung cancers, prognosis is driven primarily by other factors.

Beyond TNM staging, we currently have only a handful of

clinical parameters that help prognosticate overall survival.

These can broadly be divided into two categories: (1)

parameters based on the tumor, and (2) parameters based

on the patient.

Parameters based on the tumor that affect prognosis

include: metabolic activity seen on PET scan, histologic

grade, and more recently molecular/genetic characteriza-

tions (some of which indicate responsiveness to targeted

therapies such as EGFR, ALK rearrangements, and PD-

L1).4–6 This is an exciting area of ongoing research, and the

National Cancer Institute’s ALCHEMIST trials are

exploring the role of targeted therapies in early stage

NSCLC.7 Prognostic parameters based on the patient often

are utilized by surgeons to determine operative candidacy.

These include pulmonary function tests, comorbidities, and

performance status.8 Previous work has demonstrated that

patient comorbidities and reduced performance status are

associated with decreased survival.9–11

Moving beyond TNM staging, recent research has

focused on identifying additional patient-centric prognostic

indicators of survival, specifically examining host response

to tumor by inflammatory mediators and changes in the

hematologic system.12,13 The link between inflammation

and cancer is well established.14,15 However, the prog-

nostic utility of easily obtainable lab values, such as

neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio (NLR), platelet-to-lym-

phocyte ratio, and CRP/albumin ratio in NSCLC, is an area

of active research.12,16

The study presented by Li et al. identifies a new prog-

nostic indicator for NSCLC based on a serum albumin and

globulin levels.17 While the importance of albumin as a

marker of nutritional status has been previously estab-

lished, only recently has a link between serum albumin and

cancer-specific survival been defined.13,18 Proinflammatory

cytokines that promote tumor development also suppress

production of albumin by hepatocytes, contributing to

hypoalbuminemia.19 Globulin represents the remainder of

nonalbumin protein measured in serum and includes acute

phase reactants and other proinflammatory mediators. Li’s

study defines the albumin-globulin score (AGS) and

demonstrates that such a measurement not only correlates

with clinical stage but also serves as an independent pre-

dictor of disease-free survival (DFS) and overall survival

(OS) in NSCLC patients. While the initial analysis was

completed in a retrospective fashion (n = 512), the authors

validated their findings in a small prospective cohort

(n = 53) to help define the clinical utility of the AGS.
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If these finding are validated by other prospective

studies, the AGS score may represent an important step

beyond TNM stage for prognostication in operable

NSCLC. Further research is needed to determine the utility

of incorporating the AGS score and other patient-centric

prognostic parameters with TNM stage to inform clinical

decision making. Such information also may help to define

specific patient subgroups that most benefit from adjuvant

therapies. The work by Li and others represents the frontier

of thoracic oncology and is likely to have a significant

clinical impact as this field moves towards understanding

higher levels of complexity within the tumor biology space.

Future prognostic work may complement Li’s study and

help define clinically important tools to define patients are

at risk for poor outcomes after treatment for NSCLC.
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